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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Seneca s Natural Questions is an eight-book disquisition on the nature of
meteorological phenomena, ranging inter alia from rainbows to earthquakes, from comets to the
winds, from the causes of snow and hail to the reasons why the Nile floods in summer. Much of this
material had been treated in the earlier Greco-Roman meteorological tradition, but what
notoriously sets Seneca s writing apart is his insertion of extended moralizing sections within his
technical discourse. How, if at all, are these outbursts against the luxury and vice that are
apparently rampant in Seneca s first-century CE Rome to be reconciled with his main
meteorological agenda? In grappling with this familiar question, The Cosmic Viewpoint argues that
Seneca is no blinkered or arid meteorological investigator, but a creative explorer into nature s
workings who offers a highly idiosyncratic blend of physico-moral investigation across his eight
books. At one level, his inquiry into nature impinges on human conduct and morality in its implicit
propagation of the familiar Stoic ideal of living in accordance with nature: the moral deviants
whom Seneca condemns in the course of the...
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Reviews
The very best publication i at any time study. It really is basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of the ebook. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma r lin Swift
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like just how the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Pr of. Elliott Dickinson
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